Discrete element modelling (DEM) of a face-centred cubic assembly of spherical particles has been used to study the influence of anisotropic stress states on the shear wave velocity of a granular material. The shear waves were generated and detected in a way equivalent to the use of bender elements in laboratory testing. Comparisons are presented between the discrete element simulations and analytical and empirically derived methods of relating stiffness to the degree of confining stress anisotropy. The results confirm previous empirical observations that wave velocity is strongly influenced by the stresses in the direction of propagation and in the direction of oscillation of the shear wave. The wave velocity is, however, largely independent of the stress orthogonal to the plane containing the wave motion.
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INTRODUCTION
Over very small strain increments the response of granular materials can be considered to be elastic (e.g. Magnanimo et al., 2008) and the values of the elastic moduli depend upon the properties of the grains, the material fabric and the stress state (e.g. Cowin, 1985; Chang et al., 1991; Thornton, 1993) . Prior research (Mouraille & Luding, 2008; O'Donovan et al., 2012; Marketos & O'Sullivan, 2013) has demonstrated that idealised samples comprising uniform, spherical particles on a lattice packing can be used to advance fundamental understanding of small-strain stiffness and the mechanics of wave propagation in a granular material. In this article, findings from earlier contributions are extended in a combined analytical and numerical study that considers the influence of fabric anisotropy and stress anisotropy on the elastic properties of a granular material. Roesler (1979) observed experimentally that the shear wave velocity depends on the stresses in the direction of propagation (σ prop ) and in the direction of oscillation (σ osc ) but is independent of the stress in the direction perpendicular to the plane through which the wave is propagating and oscillating (σ third ). Bellotti et al. (1996) proposed the following relationships to relate the elastic moduli of the sample and the principal stresses
BACKGROUND
where G 0 is the elastic shear modulus, F(e) is a void ratio function, p a is atmospheric pressure, C G is an experimentally determined non-dimensional material constant and n prop , n osc and n third are experimentally determined material exponents. Experimental and numerical evidence shows that material fabric influences wave propagation. Using bender element testing and high-resolution shear probing, Kuwano & Jardine (2002) found that the values of S vh and S hv (the speeds of shear waves propagating in corresponding shear planes) differed reflecting a fabric anisotropy. Wang & Mok (2008) carried out laboratory tests on Toyoura sand and discrete-element modelling (DEM) simulations using spherical particles and they found that σ third had little influence on the shear modulus measured in either the experimental or the numerical samples. Gu et al. (2013) used the mean value of σ prop and σ osc to account for changes to shear modulus due to simultaneous changes in σ prop and σ osc . The equation presented by Bellotti et al. (1996) shows that unless n prop is equal to n osc , this approach will not capture the effect on the shear modulus. The DEM data indicated that any stress anisotropy results in a change in both the contact forces and in the material fabric. The aim of this article is to advance fundamental understanding by isolating these two effects.
DEM SIMULATION APPROACH
A series of DEM simulations was carried out on a cubical sample using the PFC 3D code (ICG, 2007) . The material properties (Table 1) represent the borosilicate glass spheres used in the study reported by Cavarretta et al. (2012) . For the non-linear Hertz-Mindlin contact model used, the stiffness depends on the contact force (ICG, 2007) . Each simulation considered 81 576 monosized, 2·54 mm diameter spheres packed in a face-centred cubic lattice ( Fig. 1(a) ). This packing was previously considered by Rowe (1962) , Thornton (1979) and O'Sullivan et al. (2004) . The sample dimensions were 99·04 mm in the x-and y-directions and 99·51 mm in the z-direction. The ratio of particle diameter to sample size was approximately 1 : 39. The fabric anisotropy, not evident in the second-order fabric tensor, is quantitatively captured in the fourth-order fabric tensor Φ (Kanatani, 1984) . 
where n c is the contact normal in a given direction (i, j or k) and N c is the number of contacts within the sample. A system of rigid walls was used to bring the samples into an initial isotropic or anisotropic stress state. Then the rigid wall elements were removed and, following the approach described by Itasca Consulting Group (ICG, 2007) , a force was applied to the centroid of each particle, orthogonal to the sample face achieving a uniform stress along the face. The simulation cycled until the mean stress in a central measurement sphere attained a constant value. Ten stress states were considered, each of which had approximately the same mean stress state (Table 2) . A point source wave was transmitted through the sample by applying a single-period sine wave motion to a particle close to one face, with a single particle in the middle of the opposite face acting as a receiver, analogous to a laboratory bender element test (Fig. 1(b) ). Wave propagation velocities V xy , V yz and V zx were used to deduce the corresponding shear stiffness values. The amplitude of the transmitter motion was 0·125 μm and, apart from some sliding of contacts close to the transmitter, the sample response was effectively elastic. The frequency of the sine wave pulse used as input was 30 kHz, giving an R d value of 5·63, where R d is the number of full shear wavelengths that occur between the transmitting bender element and the receiving bender element (O'Donovan, 2013) . Table 2 Isotropic stress state σ xx % σ yy % σ zz % 300 kPa For the reference case the resultant shear stiffness values were G xy = 501·8 MPa, G yz = 513·7 MPa and G zx = 517·3 MPa. The difference between G yz and G zx is small when the uncertainties in wave propagation interpretation are considered (O'Donovan, 2013) . Similar stiffness values and stiffness value ratios were obtained using the analytical approach of Thornton (1993) (Table 2) .
BENDER ELEMENT SIMULATION RESULTS
For the isotropic case S xyxy = G xy = 537·7 MPa and S yzyz = G yz = S zxzx = G zx = 555·1 MPa. S ijkl is the fourth-order stiffness tensor, M is particle mass, V is the volume associated with the particle, k n and k t are normal and tangential stiffness, respectively, n i is the unit normal in direction i and D is the particle diameter.
Thornton's method developed a relationship between the ensemble elastic modulus of a particulate material and the surface energy of the constituent particles. The surface energy is a function of the particle properties and the fourth-order fabric tensor from equation (2). The small differences in the analytical and simulation values may be attributable to the well-documented difficulties in interpreting bender element tests (Blewett et al., 2000; Leong et al., 2005; O'Donovan, 2013) . The anisotropies are similar -the DEM stiffness anisotropy (G yz + G zx )/2G xy is 1·027, while the analytical anisotropy G yz /G xy = G zx /G xy is 1·032. The observed stiffness anisotropy is therefore a consequence of the fabric anisotropy above.
Anisotropic stress states
The shear stiffness anisotropy values (denoted G ki DEM / G mj DEM ) are compared with the anisotropies calculated using the analytical expression of Thornton (1993) in Fig. 2 . For the stable packing considered here, the fabric remained unchanged, and so the observed anisotropies are solely stress-induced. Figure 2 (a) sketches the directions of motion associated with the transmitter movement. Figure 2(b) shows the stiffness anisotropy values plotted against the ratio of corresponding oscillating stresses, while the stiffness anisotropy values are plotted against the corresponding ratios of propagating stresses in Fig. 2(c in the range 0·92-1·15. The stresses in both the wave propagation and wave oscillation directions influence the observed stiffness anisotropy. The relationships between stiffness and stress ratios are complex. Referring to both Figures 2(b) and 2(c) and using indicial notation (i, j, k, m) to consider the general trends observed, the relationship between G ki /G mj and σ ii /σ jj is approximately linear and the slope value depends on the ratio σ kk /σ mm . An increase in G ki /G mj is attained when both σ ii /σ jj and σ kk /σ mm are increasing relative to the isotropic case, and G ki /G mj clearly decreases when both σ ii /σ jj and σ kk /σ mm decrease. However, when the ratios σ ii /σ jj and σ kk /σ mm are incremented in opposite directions, the stiffness ratios can either increase or decrease. The greatest anisotropy is associated with a combination of high values for the stress ratios in both directions, while the lowest anisotropy is associated with low stress ratios in both directions. Figure 3 illustrates how the G ij values are a function of the stress in the propagation and oscillation directions. Figure 3(a) shows that the values of shear moduli in each of the three shear planes, G xy , G yz and G zx , generally increase with increasing σ prop . Figure 3(b) shows that as σ osc decreased the stiffness of the sample decreased in each of the three shear planes. In Figure 3 (c) the effect of varying both σ prop and σ osc simultaneously was considered by decreasing σ prop and increasing σ osc . The values of shear moduli were observed to decrease with decreasing σ prop , and in Fig. 3(d) it is seen that the values of shear moduli decreased while the values of σ osc increased. Thus, variations in σ prop have a larger effect on the moduli values than variations in σ osc . Figure 4 shows the stress values in the propagation and oscillation directions; the sizes of the circles on the plot are used to indicate the relative changes in G ij . When σ prop decreases and σ osc increases, the value of G ij reduces compared to the value obtained for σ prop = σ osc = σ third . However, it does not reduce to the minimum value observed when σ prop is constant, σ osc is decreasing and σ third is increasing. This clearly indicates that σ prop has more influence on the value of G ij than σ osc but that σ osc does influence the result.
The exponents for equation (1) were calculated using least-squares regression on the DEM G ij values, as well as the analytical G ij values (Table 3) . While the analytical and DEM-derived exponents differ, the trends are the same in all cases. In all cases, the exponent n third is markedly lower than n osc or n prop ; this indicates that σ third has less influence on the stiffness variation than σ osc or σ prop . Both σ osc and σ prop influence G xy to the same extent, as indicated by the similar values of n osc and n prop in all cases. For the G yz and G xz cases, σ prop influences the speed of wave propagation more than σ osc , while the contrary is true for G xy , indicating that the 
CONCLUSIONS
For the cross-anisotropic crystalline packing considered here, both analytical and DEM wave propagation methods gave similar stiffness anisotropies and showed that G yz % G zx > G xy under an isotropic stress state. The stiffness anisotropies induced by the anisotropic stress states considered here exceeded the inherent stiffness anisotropy by 12% when the ratio of stresses in the oscillation direction was 1·6 and the ratio of stresses in the propagation direction was 0·75. There appear to be approximately linear relationships between the stiffness anisotropies (G ki /G mj ) and the stress ratios in both the wave propagation and wave Table 3 . Exponents for equation (1) determined through least-squares regression 295·64  295·64  292·58  500·51  500·49  320·64  295·65  268·24  505·82  506·07  344·88  295·63  243·88  508·62  508·60  295·64  295·64  292·58  500·51  500·49  295·64  271·01  316·94  492·29  492·28  295·65  246·41  341·29  481·62  481·60  295·66  221·78  365·62  468·33  468·32  271·01  320·26  292·58  499·42  499·40  246·38  344·88  292·57  495·18  495·16  221·76  369·52  292·59  487·71  487·70 oscillation directions (σ kk /σ mm and σ ii /σ jj ), respectively. These changes in stiffness are a consequence of the non-linear contact model used, which accounts for the variation in contact stiffness with contact area; this is more realistic than a simple linear contact model if the contacts are fully elastic Johnson (1985) . Thus, the approach of Gu et al. (2013) in which the mean stress is equal to the average of the propagation stress and oscillation stress (σ m = (σ prop + σ osc )/2) is not an accurate way of accounting for simultaneous changes in σ prop and σ osc . Both σ prop and σ osc have a larger influence on sample stiffness than σ third . 292·58  295·64  295·64  515·55  516·53  316·94  295·64  271·01  522·49  524·53  341·29  295·65  246·41  528·45  532·21  365·62  295·66  221·78  533·42  539·66  292·58  271·01  320·26  508·55  509·51  292·57  246·38  344·88  500·51  502·07  292·59  221·76  369·52  491·33  494·13  268·24  320·26  295·65  513·77  514·65  243·88  344·88  295·63  510·27  511·65  219·5 369·49 295·62 504·97 507·44 295·64  515·67  514·73  320·26  292·58  271·01  522·61  520·66  344·88  292·57  246·38  528·57  524·85  369·52  292·59  221·76  533·56  527·27  295·65  268·24  320·26  508·69  507·81  295·3  243·88  344·88  500·65  498·95  295·62  219·5  359·49  491·45  486·26  271·01  316·94  295·64  513·87  512·85  246·41  341·29  295·65  510·38  508·62  221·78  365·62  295·66  505·07  501·91 
